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[l]

The second plaintiff, Fitness Brands Inc, is a company incorporated in the

state of Nevada, USA. It o\vns all the intellechtak property \vorldwide in relation to
an itern of sporting exercise equipnlent known as the AB CIRCLE PRO. The first
plaintiff Brand Developers Ltd is an electronic marketing company specialising in
advertising products t h o u g l ~infomercials and direct sales.

It markets the AB

CIRCLE PRO in New Zealand. The two plaintiffs seek an injunction restraining the
defendants from breaching registered design 412655 and in particular fro111
importing or selling or offering for sale equip~nenth ~ o w nas the AB EXCEED
andlor AB TMJISTEXERCISER.
[2]

The first defendant Ezibuy Ltd is a eonlpany that markets products in New

Zealand via the internet, by retail sales, and by publishing catalogues that are
distributed to the public. The second defendant is described as Actions Sports and
Fitness but its full legal name is Action Sports Equipment Pty Ltd. The third and
foul-th defendants, Ms K A4 Mossman and Mr A F Rashid respectively, are directors
of Action Sports Equipment Pty Ltd. It is accepted by the defendants that Action
Sports Equipment Pty Ltd imports sporting equipment and in particular the AB
TWIST that is the subject of these proceedings, and that Ezibuy Ltd markets it.
The first cause of action in the statement of claini alleges that the defendants
[3]
have imported exercise machines being marketed under the name "AB TWIST" into
New Zealand, that are substantial copies of design registration 412655. The second
cause of action alleged breach of copyright in respect of the same machine.

General background

[4]

0
1
1

3 Septenlber 2009 Fitness Brands Inc ("Fitness Brands") registered

design number 412655. The design related to aspects of the esercise machine, the

AB CIRCLE PRO. The AB CIRCLE PRO is an exercise machine which provides
exercise for a user aimed at strengthening the abdominal muscles. The user kneels
on two knee rests which are supported by a fiame and which can move in a semi-

circular direction around the frame. The user whose knees are placed in the knee
rests holds onto bars at the other eild of the machine \vhile in a kneeling position and
then, while using abdonliiial muscles, pushes the knees to left and right. The
machine is primarily designed to exercise abdominal muscles, although the
defendants clainl that the AB TWIST can also exercise other inuscles.
[5]

The registered design contains a statement of novelty which reads as follows:
Tlie desig~iis to be applied to an Exercise Machitie and the novelty resides in
tlie features of shape and configuration of tlie Exercise Machine having a
tubulat. ring and a pail. of pivotally mounted knee rests movably suppol-tcd
on the tubular ring, as shown ill tlie accompanying representations.

[6]

The representations are photographs of the AB CIRCLE PRO from a

perspective view, a top plan view, a rear elevation view, a bottoin plan view, a front
elevation view and a left side elevation view. There are no diagrams attached to tlie
registration.
[7]

The AB CIRCLE PRO was in fact a development of an earlier rnacliine of

similar design and function which had been sold in New Zealand by Brand
Developers Ltd ("Brand Developers"). It does not appear to be in contention that
Brand Developers had developed a degee of public awareness in tlle earlier and
present machines and their capabilities through its advertising efforts. Tlie AB
CIRCLE PRO was advertised by way of infonlercials featuring action shots of
persons using the machine and demonstrating its benefits. There \+!as a healtl~y
market for the machine as marketed by the plaintiffs, althougli no details of sales
have been provided.
[8]

In October 2010 Ezibuy Ltd ("Ezibuy") began marketing the AB TWIST. It

is not in dispute that it is a direct co~ilpetitorof the AB CIRCLE PRO. Ezibuy did
not use infomercials. Rather, it sold through websites and catalogue marketing to a
customer list.
There is a significant price difference between the AB CIRCLE PRO and the
[9]
AB TWIST. The AB CIRCLE PRO is sold at $399 per unit. The AB TWIST costs
$179.95.

[lo] The first sale of the AB TWIST occurred on or about 1 October 2010. Since
then approxilnately 725 units, being the entire first batch sent to New Zealand, have
been sold, save for five units which remain in stock. A second order of 600 AB

TWIST units has been placed and they have arrived or are about to arrive.
[l 11 iVi Paul Meier, the owner and governing director of Brand Developers, called
Ezibuy on 26 October 2010 when he became aware of the proposed import and sale
of the AB TWIST. He was directed to the in-house counsel of Action Sports
Equipment Pty Ltd ("Action"). The in-house counsel was aware of the AB CIRCLE

PRO and made it clear that it was his understanding that Action was \vithin its legal
rights to manufacture and export the AB TWIST. The statement of claim also alleges
that the second defendant and third parties import under the name "AB EXCEED".
[12]

The plaintiffs issued proceedings on 18 November 2010. Although the first

cause of action was breach of registered design and the second cause of action was
breach of copyright, it has been agreed that the only ground relied on by the
plaintiffs for the purposes of this interim injunction application is breach of
registered design. The plaintiffs have not sought to argue a serious question to be
tried of breach of copyright, asserting that in the time available they had not been
able to get the necessary material together, However, that claim, it is said, will be
pursued at trial when the necessary evidence can be collated. In response to a
question from me, Mr Hemy also advised that a further claim for passing off may be
included.
[13]

The second, third and fourth defendants have not only filed a statement of

defence but have also counterclaimed asserting that NZ design number 412655 was
invalid. They seek rectification of the register by deletion of the design. They have
also alleged that the allegation of design infringement amounts to a groundless
threat.

Approach to an interim illjunction application

[14] There is no need to set out the approach to interim injunction applications.
The principles are well understood in New Zealand and set out in Amel.ican

Cycinanlid Co o Ethicotz ~ t d 'and Klissers Fortnholcse Brrkeries Ltd

11

Harvest

Bnkeries ~ t d . *The parties have, however, disagreed in their subn~issionson one
point of preliminary approach. Mr Elliott for the defendants argued that this interim
injunction could have the effect of making the defendants give up and abandon the
New Zealand market altogethel; or at least in respect of the product in question.
Thns the deter~ninationof the interim injunctio~~
application could determine the
entire proceeding. He argued that the relative strength of the case of the parties is
relevant in such a circumstance. While arguing that the plaintiffs have no serious
case to be tried at all, he submits that if there is a serious question that the plaintiffs
case can be assessed as weak, and this is relevant to the exercise of the Court's
discretion.

[15]

Mr Henry submits that the case will go to trial whatever the outco~neof this

interim injunction hearing. He says that his clients will pursue it, whether they win
or lose this round. He submits that the plaintiffs have a strong case.

[I61 There seems to be some consensus between the parties that there is only a
limited window of opportunity for marketing this type of exercise machine. Indeed,
the plaintiffs' witnesses say that it has a coulmercial life of approximately two years,
and it has already been marketed for in excess of one year. Thus, an interim
injunction restraining any competition could well last for the rest of the connnercial
life of the product. The granting of an injunction could have the effect of closing the
defendants' window of opportunity of marketing the AD TWIST in New Zealand. I
consider therefore that it is a distinct possibility that the iss~teof an interim
i~?junctioncould be the collunercial end of the AB TWIST in New Zealand.
[17]

The serious question to be tried threshold is a simple one and should not be

complicated by gradations of seriousness. I-Iowever, it is unrealistic to suggest that
the strengths of the respective cases, if the Court can have some confidence in their
assessment, can be ignored in assessing the overall justice of issuing an interim
injunction. If the consequences of granting an injunction may be to end a course of
co~n~nercial
conduct that may be sho\vn at trial to have been perfectly legitimate, an
1

Anlericari Cj~mianridCa v Etliicoli Lfd [I9751 AC 396 (HC).
Klissers Fnr~~ihorise
Bakeries Lfd 11 Hnrvesf Bnkeries Ltd (No 2) [I9851 2 NZLR 143 (CA).

apparently strong case will weigh nlore strongly for the grant of interin1 relief than a
weaker one.

[I 81

Of course the Court must be cautious of trying the substantive issue on the

usually incomplete material available in untested affidavit form on an urgent
app~ication.~
But in a case of alleged breach of a registered design, where there are
no obvious credibility issues or central disputes of fact, a Court will inevitably be
influenced by any clear perspective of the merits that it develops, in the final
exercise of its discretion.

The Designs Act 1953

[I91

Section 5(1) of the Designs Act 1953 ("the Designs Act") provides that a

design may ~ l p o napplication be registered in respect of any al-ticlc or set of articles
specified in the application.

Section 5(2) sets out the conditions necessary for

registration:
5

Designs registrable under Act

(2) Subject to tlie provisions of this Act, a design shall not be registered
thereunder unless it is new or original and it1 pa~Ticularshall not be so
registered in respect of ally article if it is the same as a design which
before tlie date of the application for registration has bee11 registered or
published in New Zealand in respect of the same or any other ai-ticle or
differs froin such a design only in immaterial details or in features
which are variants commo~ilyused it1 the trade.

A design can be registered for up to 15 years, with a renewal every five

[20]
j.ears."he

definition of design in s 2(1) is as follows:
Design means features of sliape, configuration, pattern, or ornament applied
to an article by ally illdustrial process or means, being features which in the
finished article appeal to and are judged solely by the eye; but does not
include a method or principle of coiistruction or feahlres of shape or
configuration which are dictated solely by tlie fi~nction\vliich tlie article to
be made it1 tliat sliape or configuration has to perfonn:

'
.I

S/?otoverGorge Jet Bunts v A4nritie Ei~te,pr.isesLtd [I9841 2 NZLR 154 (HC) at 157.
Desigrls Act 1953, s 12; Designs Regulations 1954, rr 41112.

[21]

The rights given by registration are set out in s 1 l(1):
11 Right given by registration
(1)

The registration of a design uuder this Act shall give to the registered
proprietor the copyright in the desigil, that is to say, the e s c l ~ r s i ~riglit
~e
in Neiv Zenlmid to make or impo~tfor sale or for use for the purposes of
any trade or business, or to sell, hire, or offer for sale or hire, ally article
in respect of which the design is registered, bei~lgmi mticle lo 11'1iich
the registered desig17 or CI rlesigrr ?lot s~rbstarltiollyd~fferer~tJi.onl
/lie
registered desig11Iirrs bee11 cppliecl, and to iilake anything for enabling
any such article to be made as aforesaid, \vhether in New Zealand or
elsewhere.
(emphasis added)

[22] In hitel.lego A G

11

D c o hidustries

1 1 1 ~Lord
~

Oliver of Aylmel-ton delivering

the judgment of the Privy Council in relation to the materially identical English
legislation, described its purpose as follo\~s:
[TJIie purpose of tlie [Registe~.edDesigns Act 19491, as appears both h r n its
terms and its legislative ftistory, is to protect ~ioveldesigns devised to be
"applied to" (01; in other words, to govern the shape and construction of)
paiticular articles to be ~nai~ufactured
and marketed commercially. .. . Indeed
the whole purpose of a design is that it shall not staid on its ow11 as an
artistic work but sllall be copied by embodiment in a collitnercially produced
artefact. Thtcs the prinla~yconcern is what the finished article is to look like
and not what it does and the monopoly provided for the proprietor is effected
by according not, as in the case of ordinary copyright, a right to prevent
direct reproduction of the image registered as the design but the right, o\,et. a
moch more litnited period to prevent the manufactore and sale of al-ticlesof a
design not substantially different from the registered design. Tlie en~plicrsis
therefore is lpo11 the sisrml irirnge co1n~e)leclby the nm?llrfactln.edcrrticle.
(etnphasis added)

[23]

This statement was quoted by Somers J it1 UPL G r o z p Ltd v Dtrx Engineers

~ t r i 1t. ~was stated in that case by Sonlers J:
Whether there is an itlfringement of copyright in a registered desigu is a
question of fact of which the eye is the Judge. See eg ifeecln F'ozr~mdyCo 11
Il'rrlker; Hlnrter & Co (1889) 14 App Cas 550, 555. It is not necessary for a
plaiutiff to establish a causal connection behveen the design and the
infringing article as it is in the case of infringement of copyright under the
Copyright Act. ...

5

6

Iriterlego AG 1, TJ,co111d7rs~ies
Inc [ I 9891 AC 2 17 (PC) at 24 I .
UPL Gro~rpLtd~jD11.v E~zgineersLtd [I9891 3 NZLR 135 (CA) at 139

The test is whether the article alleged to be at1 infringement has substantially
the same appearance as the registered design.
[24]

Any application to register a design nlust be accompanied save in certain

defined circumstances, by a statement of the features of the design for which novelty
is claimed. Thus, r 23 of the Designs Regulations 1954 provides:
(1) Every application shall state the article to which the design is to be
applied, and that the applicant claims to be the proprietor thereof.
(2) Except in the case of an application to register a design to be applied to
a textile al-ticle,to wallpaper, or to lace, the application shall fill-ther be
accotnpanied by a statement of the featl~resof the design for \vIiich
novelty is claimed.
(3) The applicant shall, if required by the Cotntnissioner in any case so to
do, endorse on each of the representations or specimens a statenlent
satisfactory to the Co~n~nissio~~er
of the novelty claimed for the design.

[25]

The aspect of the design protected by the registration is that described in a

stateinent of novelty.

It was said in Rz~ssell-Clc~rke
on Copj~rightin I~~dzrstrinl

Desigr~sof the statement of novelty:7
It defines, if it is present, the ambit or scope of the inonopoly, and is
therefore, to a certain extent analogous to a claim in the specification of the
patent.
[26]

The claim to novelty of a particular feature in a stateinent of novelty has the

effect of excluding from the protection of the Designs Act any other features not set
out in the statenlent of novelty. Thus, in approaching this exercise a Judge must
consider the features singled out in the statement of novelty, and judge only those
features against the alleged infringement. The concepts involved in the working of
the article and its functions are not protected.

The issue of actual copying is

irrelevant.

[27]

The assessment of whether the allegedly copied design is not substantially

different is influenced by the degree of novelty or originality of the registered design.
It was stated in UPL at 139:

'

R~,ssseii-Clarkeon Copj~riglifin l r ~ d ~ ~ s fDesigris
riol
(5' ed, Sjveet & Maxwell, London, 1974)
at 62 (this earlier edition is cited because later editions take into account the harmonised EU la\\'
of registel-ed designs).

Tliere is also a relationship between tlie degree of novelty or originality of a
registered design and the issue of infringement. If there is substantial novelty
or originality sniall variations in tlie article alleged to infringe \\,ill be
unlikely to save the defendant. On the other band if the features of novelty or
originality are but little remo\,etl from prior art s~iialldifferences may avoid
an infringement.

[28]

The visual comparisoll of the features in question of the two items is critical.

Somers J observed that a comparison must be made "in the light of the existing state
~ was put this way in Rtrssell-Clarke at 87:9
of the art and the trends of f a ~ h i o n " .It

...

A registered design which is possessed of substantial novelty and
originality \\rill have a broadcr reading given to the monopoly \vhicIi it
affords than \ \ t i l l a design which is barely 11ovel or original. In the latter
case, \\,here tlie novelty is small, tlie Court may refuse to hold anything to be
an infringement unless it is almost exactly like tlie registered design.

[29]

This aspect is relevant as Mr Elliot submits that the novelty element in the

AB CIRCLE PRO design is veiy limited and specific.

The alleged infringement

[30]

The statement of novelty draws attention to the "tubular ring" and "a pair of

pivotally mounted knee rests moveably supported on the tubular ring".

[31]

Turning first to the tubular ring, the AB CIRCLE PRO undoubtedly has such

a circle ring. Thc statenlent of novelty says

"

... as shown in the accon~paiiying

representations". These are a set of labelled photos. All these photos s h o ~ van aspect
of a nletal circular tubular ring. The perspective view is set out in Appendix A. The
ring, part of which can be seen in all the photos, is an exact circle. It is a single
tubular ring.

[32]

The AB TWIST does not have the same type of tubular ring. A photographic

perspective view is set out in Appendix B. In the AB TWIST there are two tubes and
not one. The two tubes do not join to form a cotnplete ring or circle. They ter~ninate
having cotnpleted part but not all of a circle. Where they finish, there is then a

At 145.
See also Negretti & Z(rr,tbra v Jl'FStaiilq~& Co Ltcf(1925) 42 RPC 358 at 365.

distinctive continuation of the central plate \vl~ichhas a distinctive angled collar
appearance.

[33] There are therefore, to the eye, material differences in the tubes. One is a
single conlpletely circular tubular ring. The other is double tubular rings that for111
part of a circle but do not complete it, and lead into a plastic collar.

[34] The other feature referred to in the statement of novelty is the pair of
pivotally illounted knee rests moveably supported on the tubular ring. The tubular
ring has a suppoi-ting role and not guiding role. The guide is the central pivots and
link arms connecting the knee rests. To the eyc there is an immediate obvious
difference between the knee rests. On the AB CIRCLE PRO they are attached by
link arms to pivots at the centre of the machine. On the AB TWIST they rest on the
twin tubes with no central pivot. On the AB TWIST they not only rest on the twin
tubes but partially enclose them like some roller coaster wheels, and are guided by
thenl. Thus >vitlithout the rollers the knee pads would fall off the AB TWIST \v11ile on
the AB CIRCLE PRO they are attached by the arms and >vould remain in the sanle
position.

[35] There was some discussion in the course of submissions about the meaning
of the phrase "pivotally mounted knee rests". While both counsel initially took the
view that the pivot referred to was the central pivot in the middle of the AB CIRCLE
PRO, in response to soine questions from me, Mr I-Ieixy adopted the position that the
reference to a pivot \vas the pivot for each knce rest. Given that the knee rests in
both the AB CIRCLE PRO and the AE3 TWIST pivot to acconlmodate the ~l~ovement
of the knees, he subinitted they were the pivots in the statement of novelty.

[36] The presence of the word "mounted" before knee rests is perhaps some
support for the idea that it is what the knee rests are mounted on that must pivot.
That pivot is certainly a co~nmonfeature of the knee rests on both machines.
However, there is a certain ambiguity as to whether the reference to "pivotally
mounted knee rests" is to either the central pivot or the pivot in each individual knee
rest on the AB CIRCLE PRO.

The words give no finite indication.

The

accompanying representations for the registration of the AB CIRCLE PRO show

very clearly the central pivot. It is the end point of each of the two arlns. The pivot
mechanism is clearly displayed.

[37] By contrast the photographic representations attached to the registered design
do not show the actual pivot n ~ e c h a ~ ~ iins m
relation to each knee rest (although it can
be worked out that there is a pivot mechanism under each knee rest on whicli they
turn with the knee's movetnent). The representations focus the eye on the AB
CIRCLE PRO'S central pivot for each leg, on which both arnls and knee rests swing.
[38] Having considered the various arguments I consider that the more likely
meaning is that the reference to pivotally mounted knee rests is that both knee rests
on the AB CIRCLE PRO pivot from a central point.
[39]

An actual reading of the statement of novelty requires the two aspects of

design referred to, namely the tubular ring and the pair of pivotally mounted knee
rests moveably supported on it, to be read together. The statement reads "...having a
tubular ring rind ri priil. of ..." and refers to the pivotally mounted knee rests being
moveably supported on that same tubular ring. This meaus that the existence of one
of the two features alone would not be enough to constit~~te
an infringement. The
two must exist together. The tubular ring nlust lnoveably support the pivotally
mounted knee rests.
[40]

The fact that it is an essential part of the design of the AB CIRCLE PRO that

it has an entirely circular ring is indicated by the name itself, \vhich incorporates the
name "circle". The application of such a name to the AB TWIST would seem wrong
as visually the AB TWIST does not feature a circle. Rather, it features only a part of
a circle.
[41]

There are sinlilarities in the overall dinlensions of the products. However, the

general footprint of both must be dictated by the function of the human body. It is
not surprising that there are similarities. The actual dimensions differ considerably
and there are no correlations that give any evidence of copying. Although copying is
irrelevant, these differences in di~nensionconfir111 the impression of the eye, \vhich is
that there are real differences between the two machines.

Furthel; although a

registered design does not protect a method of operation, it is apparent to the eye that
there is a different method of operation in the two products.
[42] I conclude that to my eye the design elements in the AB TWIST which the
plaintiffs' claim have been infringed, are not of substantially the same appearance as

the registered design. I do this eonlpariag the representations ia the AB CIRCLE
PRO registered design against the three dimellsional object being the AB TWIST
exercise machine. A colnparison of the t ~ v othree dimensional objects collfirms this
view.
The prior art

[43]

As mel~tioned,'~
it is necessary to consider the similarities and differences

against the history of any prior art, and the level of novelty and originality in those
aspects of the design of the AB CIRCLE PRO protected by the statement of novelty.
I accept Mr Elliott's way of putting it, that the registered design has to be assessed
looking both backward at the prior al-t and forward to the alleged infringement.
[44]

The AB TWIST is the culmination of a design process that began before May

2007. There is evidence that the precursor to the AB TWIST \+'as another exercise
nlachine known as "the Lovehandlcr" which althougll visually different allowed the
user to perform the same exercise that call be performed on the AB CIRCLE PRO
and the AB TWIST. The Lovehandler featured double tube rails and a pai-tial circle
rather than a full circle. There seems to be a basis for the expert evidence for the
defendants that the AB TWIST was a development of the Lovehandler.

[45]

'file prior art of the Lovehandler featured the AB TWIST double tubes. This

indicates that a considerable degree of similarity to the AB CIRCLE PRO'S single
tube is required for the plaintiffs' claim to be made out.
[46]

The defendants provided evidence which is accepted by the plaintiff that the

AB CIRCLE PRO is the developmellt of an earlier design also owned by Fitness
Brands. That earlier design has the same handles, the same legs, leg adjustmetlt
10

At [26]-[27] above.

mechanism and handle adjustment mecl~anism. It features the essential concept of
knee rests pivoting by arms from a centre point and resting and rolling around a
circular base.
[47]

The knee pivot mechanism in both the earlier and later machines appears to

be identical. The central pivot, the pivot arms, the knee rests and the link between
the two knee rests all look the same. The only difference immediately apparent to
the eye is the tubular ring on the AB CIRCLE PRO, which is not on the earlier
model. Rather than the knee rests resting on a single tubular ring, the knee rests in
the earlier lnodel are supported by and move on the flat circular saucer base.
[48] It would seen], therefore, that the novelty and originality of the AB CIRCLE
PRO rests in the tubular ring. As already observed, there are very significant
differences between the circular single ring in the AB CIRCLE PRO and the only
partially circular ring of the AB TWIST.

[49]

I note the statement in Rz~ssell-Clarkeat 88:
Where the defendant has taken only that part of the registered design which
was old artd lias not take11that which is new there will be no infringement.
Tllus, \\'here the registered design differs from \\chat has gone before only by
some one particular feature, then unless the alleged it~fringementernbodies
that feature, it cannot possibly be an infringement.

[50] Here Fitness Brands' registered design differed from what had gone before by
only one pal-ticular feature, the single tubular ring. The fact that it was Fitness
Brand's own earlier design is irrelevant. All non-registered prior art, even if the
copyright is o\vned by a plaintiff, is to be taken into account, and can be relied on by
a defendant in assessing novelty. This means that the pi\fotally n~ou~lted
knee rests
were not novel at the time of registration. That arg~un~cnt
can only be made for the
tubular ring, and its supporting of the knee rests. For reasons that I have already set
out, to my eye the AB TWIST does not contain the same or similar tubular ring that
features in the AB CIRCLE PRO. In the AB TWIST the twin tubular guides are
significantly different. This factor alone \vould indicate that there is no serious
question to be tried in relation to the alleged infringement.

[51]

1 am cautious about too readily rejecting the plaintiffs' case. Howevel; there

have been some months in which to prepare the evidence, and I must make an
assessn~euton what is before the Court. To my eye, tutored by the prior art of both
the Fitness Brands predecessor machine and the Lovehandlel; the differences
between the features of the AB CIRCLE PRO referred to in the statement of novelty
and those features in the AB TWIST appear to me to be so different as to be fatal to
any claim for infringement.
Conclusion on serious question to be tried
[52] I am conscious that I can only form a provisional view at this interiin
injunction stage, but that is the nature of an interim injunction decision. When I

consider the prior art, along with the plaintiffs' earlier almost identical design (save
for the circular single tube), and earlier art of the defendants and the Lovehandler
~nachinefeaturing the AB TWIST tubular rings, I am constrained to concl~ldethat
the plaintiff does not have an arguable case. 111case I am wrong in tlis conclusion I
go on to consider the balance of convenience.

Balance of convenience

[53] There is no evidence that the public has been adversely affected by the
introduction into the nlarketplace of the AB TWIST. It was argued by the plaintiffs'

experts that the AB TWIST was inferior in design and construction to the AB
CIRCLE PRO. I did not find the arguments on this point convincing. Certainly
visually there does not appear to be any marked distinction in the quality of design.
The AB CIRCLE PRO is more conservative in its styling in contrast to the somewhat
more colourfi~land jazzy looking AB TWIST. But the AB TWIST does not look
shoddy in its design and there is no satisfactory evidence of any actual failures in the
machine. Both sides argued that their design was better than the other. In this
interim injunction hearing it is not possible to reach a conclusion on that point, but I
am not persuaded that any alleged inferiority militates in favour of an injunction.

[54] There is no evidence of actual conhsion by consumers, and I am not
surprised at this given the difference in the names and the differences in the visual
appearance.
[55]

There is nothing to suppol-t the plaintiffs' suggestion that the defendants'

machine does not contain instructions, save for a statement in one affidavit. The
defendants assert that there we instructions for their machine, and there is no
evidence sufficient to sho\v that this is incorlect.

[56]

It is accepted that both plaintiffs and defendants will be good for any

damages award. Action has undertaken to keep accurate records of its sales. It can
be expected that Ezibuy will keep reliable records of all its sales.

[57]

If the plaintiffs succeed at tdal they will be entitled to damages or an account

of profits. At best they will be able to persuade a Court that all sales of the AB
TWIST were sales that could have been achieved by the AB CIRCLE PRO, and
damages. There would be a calculation of the plaintiffs' loss of profit on the lost
sales, or an account of the defendants' profits, in either case a relatively easy
assessment.

[58]

I accept that there may be coinplications. The AB TWIST is less than half

the price of the AB CIRCLE PRO aud it might have attracted some buyers that
would not be attracted to the AB CIRCLE PRO. I-Iowever, nnarketing evidence can
be adduced to provide some cogent evidence of the likely lost salcs of the AB
CIRCLE PRO, by evaluating its sales levels following the introduction of the AB
TWIST. Thus if the plaintiffs succeed in a substantive hearing damages are likely to
be quantifiable, although there is the possibility of a difficult assessment. The Judge
will have considerable flexibility to make a robust assessment and it is likely that the
plaintiKs will be adequately conlpensated in damages for lost sales.

[59]

In contrast, if an interim injunction was granted and the plaintiffs ulti~l~ately

failed in their substantive case, the damages payable to the defendants could be very
difficult to calculate and quantify. The defendants' fledgling business in New
Zealand \vould have been cut off and the assessment of likely lost sales \vould be

speculation. It would be very difficult to say how many AB TWIST inachines would
llave been iinported and sold as time progressed, given its different price, fi~nction
and appearance.
[60] There is no doubt that from a public perspective the illore competition that
exists in relation to ~nachinesof this type the better. On the face of it a consumer is
now able to purchase a machine that costs less that1 half the ainount of the AB
CRCLE PRO, but which can purpoitedly exercise more muscles (although the
evidence on this last point is rather stark).
[61] I also accept the arguinent of Mr Snledlep for Ezibuy that the granting of an
interin1 injunction is likely to reflect unfavourably on the defendants, and could have
serious repercussions for the general business of Ezibuy in New Zealand. There is a
stignla attached to the grant of an injunction, which can be damaging if in a
connnercial situation the existence of the injunction becomes widely known. There
is no likely equivalent stigilla to the plaintiffs if they fail to get an injunction.
[62]

I therefore conclude that the balance of conve~~ience
favours the defendants.

Overall justice
[63]

If I a111 wrong that there is no serious question to be tried, I consider that

nevei-theless the plaintiffs' case is weak. To grant the interi~ninjunction and cut the

AB TWIST from the 111arket at this point ~vouldbe probably to ruin the product in
New Zealand for good. It would be unjust for such a weak case to give rise to such a
severe result. For the plaintiffs to be able to stop all sales of the AB TWIST for a
crucial period in the sales life of the machine seeins to me to be unfair, particularly
given that the balance of conve~liencefavours the defendants. On the other hand, a
refusal of an injunction which perinits ongoing competition does not preclude the
plaintiffs from a fair remedy.
[64]

1 conclude, therefore, that there is a greater risk of injustice arising if an

interim injunction is granted, than if it is refused.

[65]

The application for interim injunction is refused.

[66] Should the parties wish to take the proceedings further, I would recommend
that it be given some priority as each party legitilllately perceives the issue to be
urgent. The case is estimated to take five days and that seems to be realistic.

Costs

[67] Both parties agree that costs should be at a 2B level and follo~vthe event. I
award costs at a 2B scale in favour of the defendants.
[68] As a precaution, I reserve leave of the parties to make further sublllissions on
the issue of costs in case this judgment gives rise to any cost issues not traversed in
submissions.
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